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because, notwithstanding the heavy penalties upon the
clipping of silver and upon the buying of clippings, bags of
silver were still found to contain only half their true weight.
Consequently the Government took in hand the re-coinage
(1696), and completed it in four years at a cost of two and
a half millions.
3. The ac- The resumption of the policy of keeping a fleet in the
the Iej3ritish Mediterranean was the third decisive factor in the British
fleet*	success. The navy was able not merely to maintain com-
munications with the Allied forces in Europe, and, by patrol-
ling the Channel, to protect the trade of the country, but
also, after 1694,  to take the offensive with immediate
success.   So great was the success of the navy in the War of
the English Succession that at no subsequent time in this
period was England in any serious danger of invasion.
The   Union     One by-product of the War—the Union with Scotland—
land   dicta- must be particularly noticed.   On the one hand, this was
needs^f* tL the strategic movement of the English politicians to prevent
War<	France from rousing Scottish discontent; on the other, it
was the reply of the Whigs to the refusal of the Scots to
pledge themselves to the Hanoverian Succession, with
which the overthrow of France was clearly connected.
Many years of tactful administration were needed before the
Union won the confidence of the Scottish people, but it was
immediately a successful measure of defence against France.
pe whig /The course of the War greatly influenced the fortunes of
becomes the    A^	°          J
war party th^Whigs and the Tories. On the eve of the outbreak of
Tory the war, they had been forced to submit to a political and
peace party. rejjgjous compromise, which to neither party was finally
satisfactory. The Whig became the War party and the
Tory the Peace party. Tory squires and parsons were the
chief opponents of the continental warfare, believing that
" our true interests required that we should take few engage-
ments on the Continent and never those of making a land
war/'1 As strict monarchists and High Churchmen, they
hated to be found on the side of republican Calvinistic
Holland^remembering the rule of Cromwell, they feared a
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